PROPOSAL 93

5 AAC 85.020. Hunting seasons and bag limits for brown bear.

Open a year-round season for brown bear in Unit 16 as follows:

The new regulation would read "no closed season."

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? I would propose to change the season dates for brown bear to be open all year round as it was before. This will give opportunity for hunters with limitations to hunt while bears are lower on berries as well as on the salmon streams. It would also avoid DLP (defense of life and property) issues for anyone encountering trouble bears while fishing. With the loss of the spring season and a likely hood that less nonresident and resident hunters will be hunting this fall or even into next season. We need to stay ahead of this curve. The additional income to ADF&G will be well needed to make up for loss of license and tag sales from hunt cancellations. I saw no justification to have closed the June 15 to August 10 period that was historically in place for many years. This caused a loss of opportunity for archery hunters and youth hunters that could more easily hunt the streams and low berry areas.

If the season remains closed from June 15 to August 10 the population will increase faster with the loss of our past spring season and moose will become more at risk with predation in a short period of time. Resident hunters and nonresident hunters will benefit from opportunity and the state will recover some of the license and tag money as well as Pittman Robinson triple matching funds. Guides, charter services as well as local economies would also benefit from the economic side, and help recover some Covid-19 losses. There does not appear to be any negative conservation issue and most likely a positive for future moose populations.
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